Amendment to contract
of provision of publicly accessible e-communication service according to law 127/2005 Sb.
between company miniTEL s.r.o., Nové sady 603/39, Brno, CZ-60200, IČ: 27718808 operating
service Odorik.cz and party:
Name and surname:
Date of birth:
Address:
Date:
ID:
Signature:
In accordance with the general terms and conditions published on provider's web page
www.odorik.cz/h I declare that according to the point 3) I am an agent of the following Odorik
customer accounts:

Seven-digit number of your account can be found once you are signed in in menu “account
setting”. It is possible to state more accounts. Please cross out the unused fields.
This amendment is applied to all of the mobile numbers under the stated accounts.
I require the possibility to activate services which can not be immediately blocked by the
provider once the balance on the account reaches zero or is below zero, as it is technically
impossible by the provider to block them instantly. These special services include only roaming
and premium SMS in GSM network. I sign to pay the provider if the account balance reaches
zero or less due to the use of these services. I will pay the provider the overdraft amount in 30
days from the emergence of debt.
This amendment does not expire, but it can be terminated with a notice period of 24 hours.
The amendment can be terminated at any time in section “account setting” after signing in to
the account, but only when all of the services mentioned in this agreement are blocked on all
of the SIM cards assigned to this particular account (it is possible to set in menu in “account
setting”) and account is not overdraft due to the use of roaming services of premium SMS
services. The amendment stays valid for all of the spendings before the termination, in case of
delayed billing of these services in Odorik system.
Please verify your signature at the post office – service called “Legalizace” for 30 Kč and send
the verified original to miniTEL s.r.o., Nové sady 603/39, Brno 602 00. You can also sign the
amendment in our offices – we will verify you there. You need to have your ID with you to verify
your address, date of birth and signature as this will be stated in the verification. If you do not
have ID (for example you have only passport), you might be asked to pay a security deposit.

